Active Implementation Frameworks at a Glance
Purpose: This at a glance guide was designed to serve as a reference or reminder of the 5 Active Implementation
Frameworks1,2. These frameworks apply to any organization, and any level of a system (e.g., local, district, state/provincial).
Integrating all five frameworks is key to sustaining practices and achieving consumer outcomes.

Pro Tip

Definition

BIG Idea

Know Your
"It"

Invest in
People

Be Systematic
and Intentional

Implementation
Takes Time

Create a
Culture of Trial
and Learning

Usable
interventions are
the “nonnegotiable” core
components that
are critical to
building an
implementation
infrastructure.

Comprised of 3-5
individuals with
dedicated time to
support the
widespread use of
initiatives.

The key
components
needed to build an
implementation
infrastructure and
ensure initiatives
are both used as
intended and
sustainable.

Sustainability of
initiatives requires
an organization to
follow a series of
stage appropriate
activities. There
are 4 overlapping
stages.

System change is
complex and
requires
purposeful actions
and corrections.
The Plan-Do-StudyAct Cycle guides
those processes.

This is usually the
prerequisite to
building an
"implementation
system."

This group has
expertise in
implementation
science and the
authority to make
decisions in their
organization.

This framework is
the
"implementation
system" that
Implementation
Teams are focused
on building.

Implementation
Teams use this to
manage
expectations since
initiatives follow a
developmental
trajectory of 2-4
years.

Implementation
Teams use this
process to
document
decisions and
guide planning in
real time.

View this topic and more at: https://goo.gl/bHwQfP
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